
Top benefits of Creative Cloud for teams  
and Microsoft Surface integration
The collaboration between Adobe and Microsoft to run Adobe Creative Cloud 
applications on the Microsoft Surface with groundbreaking touch controls opens  
up a world of possibilities for your organization.

This new integration makes life for IT administrators a little easier by enabling you to:

•  Standardize creative users, such as web designers, video editors, desktop publishers,  
and photographers, on the same hardware the rest of your organization is already using.

•  Purchase and deploy creative software much more efficiently. The Admin Console enables  
you to add and reassign Creative Cloud for teams seats with just a few clicks and easily  
manage compliance. And you can deploy apps and updates your way—either handle  
it centrally or let users install as needed.

•  Lower your organization’s up-front software costs and ensure that your creative  
and marketing teams always have the most up-to-date tools that support the  
latest technology.

And creative teams also reap the benefits. Now you can empower creative users to:

•  Work wherever inspiration strikes by running the full versions of Adobe Creative Cloud  
apps on the portable Microsoft Surface.

•  Step up their productivity by creating in a more natural way with touch-optimized controls  
in Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, Premiere Pro, and After Effects.

•  Always work with the latest technology. Creative Cloud for teams has added hundreds  
of new features since CS6 that make everyday tasks easier, and continuous updates  
are included at no additional cost.

•  Get up-to-speed quickly with access to hundreds of video tutorials for a range of skill levels.  
Users can view how-to videos for apps like Adobe Photoshop CC and Illustrator CC  
to get the know-how they need for the project at hand.

•  Collaborate more seamlessly with 100GB per user of secure cloud-based storage  
to share files and folders, maintain version control, and stay on top of changes.
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